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The Honorable Andrew Jacobs, Jr. 
Chairman, Subcommittee on 

Social Security 
Committee on Ways and Means 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In response to your request and later discussions with your office, we 
have continued to monitor the implementation, by the Social Security 
Administration (SSA) and the disability determination services (DDSS), of 
the medical improvement review standard-established by the Social 
Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1984 (P. L. 98460). Specifi- 
cally, you asked us to determine whether (1) SSA has implemented the 
standard as the Congress intended and (2) DDSS are encountering prob- 
lems with it. 

To obtain information on the implementation of the standard, we sent 
copies of a questionnaire to 53 of 54 DDS administrators, requesting 
responses concerning the clarity of SSA’S regulations and operating 
guidelines, as well as any problems encountered. We visited the Califor- 
nia DDS and SSA'S Region IX office in San Francisco to discuss the stand- 
ard and review cases in which it had been applied. To obtain a variety 
of viewpoints, we also discussed the regulations and operating guide- 
lines with officials from SSA headquarters and five regional offices, five 
DDSS, and a number of beneficiary interest groups and legal aid groups. 

Our principal observations are as follows: 

. SSA’S regulations implementing the standard are consistent with the law. 
l DDS administrators said that they understand the standard and have had 

little difficulty applying it, and the results of SSA'S Quality Assurance 
Program appear to support this. 

l The standard has reduced the rate of benefit terminations and the 
appeal rate for terminations. 

. The standard as currently applied appears to have reduced the chances 
of benefit terminations as a result of improper decisions (based on insuf- 
ficient information) and arbitrary decisions. 

On July 26, 1988, SSA provided us with written comments on a draft of 
this report. We incorporated these comments where appropriate. 
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B-224643 

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce its contents 
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days from 
its issue date. At that time, we will send copies to the Secretary of 
Health and Human Services and will make copies available to others on 
request. 

Should you need additional information on the contents of this report, 
please call me on 275-6193. 

Sincerely yours, 

Franklin Frazier 
Associate Director 
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Social Security Disability: Implementing the 
Medical Improvement Review Standard 

Introduction The Social Security Administration (SSA) administers two programs, 
under the Social Security Act, that provide benefits to disabled people 
who are unable to work: (1) Social Security Disability Insurance, under 
title II, and (2) Supplemental Security Income, under title XVI. 

Although both programs provide benefits to the disabled, each serves 
different populations. Social Security Disability Insurance serves those 
disabled, as well as their eligible dependents, who have worked and paid 
into the Social Security Trust Fund. Supplemental Security Income 
serves the disabled on the basis of need; the disabled are not required to 
have paid into the Social Security Trust Fund. 

To be eligible for disability benefits under either program, a person must 
be unable to engage in any substantial, gainful activity because of a 
medically determinable condition that can be expected to last at least 12 
months or result in death. Under the act, a person must be unable to do 
his or her former previous work, as well as-considering age, education, 
and work experience- any work existing in the national economy. 

Disability determination services (DDSS) make disability decisions for 
both programs. There are 54 DDSS- one in each state (except South Car- 
olina, which has two, including a separate agency for the blind), the Dis- 
trict of Columbia, Guam, and Puerto Rico. SSA provides funding and 
establishes adjudicative policy that must be adhered to by each DDS. 

DDSS, in addition to making the initial determinations on disability, 
determine continuing eligibility by continuing reviews of those on the 
disability rolls. During these reviews, an adjudicator and a physician 
decide whether (1) a person’s medical condition has improved and (2) he 
or she can return to work. If a DDS determines that a person is no longer 
disabled, SSA terminates benefits. Such a person has the right to appeal 
the decision at one of four appeal levels: (1) reconsideration, (2) admin- 
istrative law judge (AW), (3) SSA Appeals Council, and (4) civil action in 
federal court. 

In 1980, the Congress passed a law requiring SSA or the appropriate 
state agency to do continuing disability reviews at least once every 3 . 
years beginning in January 1982.’ SSA began these disability reviews 9 
months before the time required by the law because studies indicated 
that many beneficiaries on the disability rolls were no longer disabled. 

‘The law stated that the permanently disabled were to be reviewed when the Secretary of Health and 
Human Services deemed it appropriate. The Secretary decided to review these cases every 7 years. 
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These continuing disability reviews, however, were halted by the Secre- 
tary of Health and Human Services (HHS) in October 1984 because of 
concern about the high number of benefit determinations.’ 

To address the erosion of public faith and confidence in the Social Secur- 
ity disability programs and in SSA as well, the Congress passed the Social 
Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1984 (P. L. 98460) requiring, 
with certain exceptions, that medical improvement be shown before ter- 
minating benefits. In January 1986, DDSs resumed their continuing 
reviews under the medical improvement standard, which stipulates the 
following: No beneficiary should be removed from the disability rolls 
without (1) “substantial evidence” that medical improvement in his or 
her medical condition has occurred and that he or she is now able to 
engage in substantial, gainful activity or (2) the presence of one of the 
exceptions defined in the law (the exceptions, discussed on p. 11, allow 
benefits to be terminated under certain circumstances even when a ben- 
eficiary’s medical condition has not improved). 

Objectives, Scope, and The Chairman, Subcommittee on Social Security, House Committee on 

Methodology 
Ways and Means, asked us to monitor the implementation of the medical 
improvement review standard. In later discussions with the Chairman’s 
office, we were asked to determine whether SSA and DDSS have imple- 
mented the standard as the Congress intended. 

Our fieldwork was done between September 1987 and April 1988 at ss~ 
headquarters, its Region IX office in San Francisco, and in the California 
DDS. By telephone, we also discussed the implementation of the standard 
with officials in five SSA regional offices-Atlanta, Dallas, Kansas City, 
Philadelphia, and Seattle-and in five Doss-Florida, Louisiana, Mis- 
souri, Virginia, and Washington, 

In addition, we sent copies of a questionnaire (see app. I) to 53 DLBS.” We 
designed the questionnaire to obtain DDS administrators’ views on these 
concerns: (1) the clarity of the regulations and guidelines issued by ss~, 
(2) the identification of any problems in doing continuing disability 
reviews, and (3) experience with the medical improvement review 

‘In April 1984, the Secretary of HHS placed a national moratorium on continuing disability reviews; 
but, according to SSA, a limited number of cases were not placed under the moratorium until October 
1984. 

“We sent questionnaires to 53 of the 54 DDSs (excluding the South Carolina state agency for the 
blind). We received responses from 52 DDSs (the Guam DDS said that it had not processed enough 
cases to respond to our questions). 
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standard. We pretested the questionnaire at two DDSS before mailing it tc 
all; we followed up with telephone calls to some DDSS to obtain additiona 
information. 

To determine how well the standard works from the beneficiaries’ point 
of view, we met with representatives from five beneficiary groups: 

l National Senior Citizens’ Law Center, 
. Save Our Social Security, 
l Epilepsy Foundation of America, 
. Mental Health Law Project, and 
l American Association of Retired Persons. 

With these groups, we discussed (1) their overall assessment of the fair- 
ness of the standard and (2) any specific problems or observations they 
might have concerning its implementation by SSA and DDSS. We also 
asked these groups whether they were aware of complaints from those 
whose benefits were terminated and, if so, the nature of the complaints. 

We spoke with representatives from four legal aid groups that have 
handled cases for people whose benefits were terminated: 

. Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles, California; 
l Legal Aid Society of Cleveland, Ohio; 
l Legal Services of Southern Piedmont Incorporated, Charlotte, North 

Carolina; and 
. Legal Aid Services of Chicago, Illinois. 

We asked representatives of these groups about (1) their experience 
with the standard and (2) any specific problems with it. 

With SSA’S headquarters and Region IX officials and with DDS officials, 
we discussed SSA’S Quality Assurance Program (as it related to the medi- 
cal improvement standard). We also reviewed a limited number of qual- 
ity assurance cases in Region IX. We obtained statistics from the 
program, including the accuracy rates for disability determinations for : 
all DDSS. We did not, however, do an independent assessment of the 
validity or accuracy of the program. 

To identify any problems in the interpretation, application, and imple- 
mentation of the medical improvement review standard, we examined 
(1) case files of continuing disability reviews that were currently being 
processed in SSA’S Region IX and in the California DDS’S district office in 
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Los Angeles (but we did not select a representative sample to make pro- 
jections) and (2) the case-processing procedures. With SSA and DDS offi- 
cials, we discussed the results of implementing the standard. We did not, 
however, verify statistical information reported by SSA about the contin- 
uing disability reviews. 

Our work was done in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. On July 26, 1988, the Commissioner of Social Secur- 
ity provided written comments, which we incorporated where appropri- 
ate, on a draft of this report (see app. II). In her response, the 
Commissioner (1) expressed concern that several questions in the ques- 
tionnaire were not discussed in the report, (2) believed it would be bet- 
ter not to include these questions in appendix I (which shows the 
questionnaire and its results), and (3) said that certain of these several 
questions could have been misinterpreted, leading to inaccurate 
responses. 

We believe that full disclosure of the questionnaire used is appropriate. 
In the two states in which the questionnaire was pretested, the DDE 

administrators did not express any difficulty in understanding these 
questions. 

SSA Regulations Are After reviewing SSA’S regulations for the standard, we believe that they 
are consistent with the act. 

Consistent With the 
Act 

The Congress Required a 
Standard 

When the mandated continuing disability reviews (see pp. 6-7) began in 
1981, much controversy centered on the termination of benefits for 
those whose medical conditions had not improved. Initially, a review 
was done on the basis of the eligibility criteria in place at the time of the 
review. Often, this resulted in evaluating a person for continuing bene- 
fits using new criteria that were more specific and sometimes more strict 
than the criteria under which the person was initially granted benefits. 
Many beneficiaries did not meet these new criteria. In addition, the judg- 
ment of a recent adjudicator on what constituted disability might differ 
from that of an earlier adjudicator who had initially granted benefits. 
Accordingly, the use of new criteria or another’s judgement often 
resulted in the termination of benefits. 
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SSA’s Regulations and 
Guidelines 

ss~ issued final regulations for the medical improvement review stand- 
ard on December 6, 1985. Consistent with the standard, these regula- 
tions direct benefits to be terminated only when there is “substantial 
evidence” that a beneficiary (1) has medically improved and can engage 
in substantial, gainful activity or (2) meets an exception to medical 
improvement (as mentioned earlier) and (except for certain limited situ- 
ations) can engage in substantial, gainful activity. These regulations 
require that decisions be based on all available evidence concerning a 
beneficiary’s previous and current medical conditions. 

ss~ regulations define “medical improvement” as any decrease in the 
medical severity of a beneficiary’s condition (impairment or impair- 
ments)-on the basis of changes in the symptoms as well as signs or 
laboratory findings (or both) associated with the impairment(s)-since 
the most recent favorable medical determination. In determining medical 
improvement, the regulations require adjudicators to use the eligibility 
criteria for disability in effect at the time of the last favorable decision, 
thus not penalizing the beneficiaries for changes in the criteria. If medi- 
cal improvement has occurred, the regulations require the adjudicator to 
decide whether the improvement affects the beneficiary’s ability to 
work. By comparing functional capacity (ability to do basic work activi- 
ties) at the time of the current review with that at the most recent 
favorable decision, the adjudicator can determine if ability to work has 
increased. 

The exceptions called for by the standard allow benefits to be termi- 
nated under certain circumstances, even when a beneficiary’s medical 
condition has not improved. Such exceptions include these 
circumstances: 

l the beneficiary is engaged in substantial, gainful activity; 
l advances in medical or vocational therapy or technology that allow the 

beneficiary to work despite an unchanged medical condition (vocational 
therapy refers to additional education, training, or work experience); 

l the beneficiary has undergone vocational therapy and is now able to 
engage in substantial, gainful activity; 

. the earlier review (or adjudicator’s judgment) was in error; or 
l new or improved diagnostic techniques or evaluations reveal that the 

medical condition is less disabling than originally thought and, there- 
fore, the individual is able to engage in substantial, gainful activity. 

SSA’S regulations explaining how to apply the exceptions are consistent 
with the standard. For example, the regulations concerning exceptions 
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prohibit an adjudicator from substituting his or her judgments for the 
judgments used in previous decisions that were favorable. According to 
the regulations, determining that the previous decision was in error can 
be concluded only if 

l evidence existing at the time of the previous decision was clearly 
misread; 

l required evidence was missing at the time of the previous decision, and, 
had such evidence been available, disability would not have been found; 
or 

l substantial new evidence, relating to the previous decision, refutes the 
decision based on the evidence presented then. 

To implement the regulations, SSA’S operating guidelines for DDSS are 
included in its operations manual; these guidelines, describing the medi- 
cal improvement review standard and the exceptions, are similar to, but 
more detailed than, SA’S regulations. 

At HHS'S Office of General Counsel, we asked an official responsible for 
legal matters about any court cases or other legal challenges relating to 
any aspect of the medical improvement review standard. He stated that 
he was not aware of any. We also talked with representatives of the four 
legal aid groups (p. 8); they also told us that they were not aware of any 
such challenges. 

DDSs Understood the In responding to our questionnaire, DDS administrators indicated that (1) 

Regulations and 
Guidelines 

the regulations and operating guidelines for the standard are “generally 
clear” and (2) few problems have emerged in implementing the stand- 
ard. The results of SSA'S Quality Assurance Program support these 
responses. 

Administrators Say 
“Generally Clear” 

Of the 52 DDS administrators who responded to our questionnaire, 49 
stated that the guidelines overall were clear (8 said “very clear” and 41 
said “generally clear”). In addition, we asked the administrators to rate 
the clarity of specific guidelines in SSA’S operations manual and the diffi- . 
culty in applying them. Most administrators indicated that (1) the guide- 
lines were clear and (2) they had encountered only a few problems in 
implementing the standard. 
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According to 36 DDS administrators, however, the guidelines lacked spec- 
ificity concerning how beneficiaries’ age and time on the disability rolls 
affect their ability to work. According to the administrators, this lack of 
specificity led to the adjudicators’ experiencing problems in understand- 
ing and applying the guidelines. 

Essentially, the guidelines say that if a person is 50 years of age or over 
and has been on the rolls for a considerable period of time, the DDS adju- 
dicator should consider the effect that these factors have on the benefi- 
ciary’s ability to work. The guidelines do not provide details, however, 
on how to weigh these factors in applying the guidelines. Two adminis- 
trators commented that this lack of specificity can lead to arbitrary 
decisions. 

An ss~ official said that including age and time on the rolls in the guide- 
lines is “inherently judgmental”; therefore, it is difficult to make the 
guidelines more specific so that they can be routinely applied. In com- 
menting on a draft of this report, the Commissioner said that SSA is in 
the process of revising its guidelines (for example, SSA'S revision will use 
7 years as a criterion for the guideline “considerable time on the rolls”). 

SSA’s Quality Assurance 
Program Shows DDSs 
Following Regulations 

There are two parts to the continuing disability reviews in SA’S Quality 
Assurance Program. To measure the quality of DDS decisions (showing 
understanding of regulations) during the continuing reviews, SSA’S 10 
regional offices do the first part on cases processed by DDSS. SSA head- 
quarters does the second part, in which the quality and consistency of 
the reviews done by the 10 offices are assessed; a sufficient number of 
cases are sampled to provide statistically reliable measurements (to 
within plus or minus 5 percent at the 95-percent confidence level). 

Program results indicate that DDSS are generally implementing the medi- 
cal improvement review standard in accordance with SSA regulations 
and guidelines. The national accuracy rates for continuing reviews since 
the implementation of the medical improvement review standard are 
summarized in table 1. . 
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Table 1: Accuracy Rates for Continuing 
Reviews of Cases (June 1986 Through 
Mar 1988) 

Numbers in percent 

Period 

June-Sept. ‘86” 

Oct.-Dec. ‘86 

Jan.-Mar. ‘87 

Apr.-June ‘87 

July-Sept. ‘87 

Oct.-Dec. ‘87 

Jan.-Mar. ‘88 

Accuracy rates 
Terminated Continued 

91.2 97.5 

92.0 95.3 

93.4 95.5 

94.0 95.9 

95.7 94.9 

94.3 95.6 

95.0 96.9 

All 

94.5 

94 8 

95.2 

95 7 

95.0 

95.5 

96.7 

Note SSA did not have accuracy rates for contlnulng dlsabllity reviews before June 1986 
aThe accuracy rate durtng this penod IS somewhat higher than actual because of “grace-penod cases ” 
(When new InstructIons are Implemented, SSA allows a grace period, usually lasting a couple of months 
during which cases with errors are returned to DDSs to be corrected; these cases are Included as 
revlewed cases but are not counted as error cases ) 

DDS accuracy rates have been consistently high under the standard. SSA'S 

Office of Program and Integrity Reviews defines as accurate those cases 
that have been processed in accordance with regulations. The national 
accuracy rates for continuing reviews was 94.5 percent for fiscal year 
1986 and 95.5 percent for fiscal year 1987. 

Benefit Terminations Both the benefit termination rates (as a result of the continuing disabil- 

and Resulting Appeals 
ity reviews) and the appeal rates for benefit terminations have declined 
significantly since SSA implemented the medical improvement review 

Declined Under the standard-about two-thirds decline for the termination rates and almost 

Standard one-half for the appeal rates. Although recognizing there are several 
possible reasons for the declining rates, we believe, as do SSA and DDS 

officials, that the major reason is the standard. 

Termination Rates Drop 
Significantly 

In the years before the standard, DDSS found about 41 to 47 percent of 
the cases they reviewed to be ineligible for continuing benefits. Since the 
standard, DDSS have terminated benefits in 12.0 percent of the cases 
they reviewed in fiscal year 1986 and in 13.7 percent in 1987. In the 
first 6 months of fiscal year 1988, the termination rate was 12.9 percent. 
(The termination rates for fiscal years 1981-88-only October 1987 to 
March 1988-are shown in fig. 1.) 

In our analysis, we did not include data for the fiscal year 1986 termina- 
tion rate because the conditions of the cases SSA selected for review in 
1986 had a low probability for medical improvement; thus, the 1986 
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Figure 1: Termination Rates for 
Decisions in Continuing Disability 
Reviews (1981 Through Mar. 1988) 50 Percent of cases terminated 

- 

Fiscal year 

Note: Termination rates for fiscal years 1984 and 1985 are not shown because a national moratorium 
on continuing disability review was in effect for those years. 

cases were not comparable with cases SSA selected for review in other 
years. According to USA officials, the types of cases reviewed in fiscal 
year 1987 were more representative of the types of cases reviewed 
before the standard and the types of cases expected to be reviewed in 
the future. In fiscal year 1987, SSA selected a mix of cases that had a 
high and low probability for medical improvement, thus providing a bet- 
ter indication of the benefit termination rate under the medical improve- 
ment review standard. 

As a means of prioritizing the workloads for continuing reviews, %A has 
classified the conditions of the cases into four distinct categories, ‘\ 
reflecting the relative potential for medical improvement. These catego- 
ries are defined as follows: 

Decision review-cases in which termination decisions were made 
before the medical improvement standard and, therefore, required by a 
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court action to be reviewed under the new standard (according to an SSA 

official, cases in this category should be completed by January 1989). 

Medical improvement expected-cases in which improvement in medi- 
cal condition is expected and was predicted at the time of the initial 
decision (usually scheduled for review within 6 to 18 months after the 
initial decision). 

Medical improvement possible-cases in which improvement in medical 
condition is possible, but a specific time period for improvement is not 
predicted (usually scheduled for review every 3 years). 

Medical improvement not expected-cases classified as permanently 
disabled in which improvement in medical condition is not expected 
(reviewed at 5- to ‘I-year intervals). 

The number of cases in each of these four case categories and the bene- 
fit termination rates for fiscal years 1987-88 (only Oct.-Mar, for 1988) 
are included in table 2. 

Table 2: Benefit Termination Rates for 
Continuing Reviews by Case Category 

Case category 
Decision review 

Fiscal year 1987 
October 1987 through 

March 1988 
Cases Termination Cases Termination 

processed rates processed rates 
12,340 29.0% 4,978 34.7% 

Medical Improvement 
expected 84,366 12.4 73,180 12.6 

Medical improvement possible 46,608 8.1 43,203 7.4 

Medical improvement not 
expected 4,427 6.4 1,893 4.6 

OtheP 12,102 31.2 8,853 32.0 

Total 159,851 13.7% 132,407 12.9% 

aThls group of cases Includes (1) cases reviewed by DDSs because the beneficlanes were believed to 
be working, bringing up the questjon as to whether the lmpalrment conttnued and (2) cases with court- 
ordered reopenings not specifically requtred by Public Law 96-460. 

The number of continuing reviews done by DDSS under the medical 
improvement standard is significantly fewer than the number of reviews _ 
done before the standard. In January 1986, DDSS gradually began doing 
reviews under the new standard. DDSS increased the number of these 
reviews in fiscal years 1987 and 1988, but the number remained far 
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below that of the early 1980’s. In an October 1987 report,’ we stated 
that SSA limited the number of continuing reviews because of budget 
constraints; we noted that this would probably continue into fiscal year 
1988. 

The number of continuing reviews and the number of benefit termina- 
tions for fiscal years 1981, 1982, 1983, 1986, 1987, and October 1987 to 
March of 1988 are shown in figure 2. We excluded fiscal years 1984 and 
1985 because of the moratorium on continuing reviews during that 
period (fiscal year 1986 was only partially affected by the moratorium). 

Rbiewed and Terminated (1981 Through 
Mar. 1988) 500 Thousands ot cases 

r 
400 

300 

Fiscal year 

Revlewed 

Termlnated 

Note: Termination rates for fiscal years 1984 and 1985 are not shown because a national moratorium 
on continuing disability review was in effect for those years. 

‘Social Security: Effects of Budget Constraints on Disability Program (GAO/HRD-88-3, Oct. 28, 
1987). 
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Appeal Rates Declined Since SSA implemented the standard in January 1986, a much lower per- 
centage of beneficiaries have appealed the decisions in continuing disa- 
bility reviews. The reason for this lower rate appears to be the standard. 

As mentioned earlier, a person whose benefits are terminated has the 
right to four levels of appeal. In the first, reconsideration by a DDS (a 

face-to-face hearing with a disability hearing unit at a DDS) is available 
to the beneficiary as part of the reconsideration. If the termination of 
benefits is affirmed, the beneficiary may appeal to an ss~ ALJ and then 
to SSA'S Appeal Council. The final level of appeal is to the federal court 
system. 

Information provided by %A on the reconsideration level shows that in 
fiscal years 1982 and 1983, beneficiaries appealed about two-thirds of 
the cases terminated by DDSS; in fiscal year 1987, they appealed 41 per- 
cent. The chief of SSA'S Performance Management Branch, Office of Disa- 
bility, said that the 1987 appeal rate is probably representative of 
future appeal rates. 

The number of beneficiaries who appeal to an AW has declined even 
more significantly. In 1983, for example, 86 percent of those denied at 
reconsideration continued their appeals to an AU, but, in 1987, only 16 
percent continued their appeals (this figure could be slightly under- 
stated because of the 60-day period allowed to appeal). 

SSA officials and representatives from legal aid groups, as well as most 
of the DDS administrators who responded to our questionnaire, attrib- 
uted the decline in the termination and appeal rates to the medical 
improvement review standard. We too believe that the standard has 
been the overriding cause for the drop in these rates. Because the stand- 
ard terminates benefits only for those who clearly can work, there are 
likely to be fewer appeals. 

Reducing Chance of 
Improper Benefit 
Terminations 

Concerned with the improper termination of benefits to some people, the 
Congress passed the Social Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 
1984 to reduce the chance of benefit terminations as a result of 
improper decisions (based on insufficient information) and arbitrary 
decisions. Most people we spoke with agreed that the medical improve- 
ment standard, as currently being applied, has reduced the chance. 
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According to representatives from the beneficiary groups and legal aid 
groups, their experience to date has shown that the medical improve- 
ment standard has reduced the number of improper and arbitrary bene- 
fit terminations. In addition, DDS administrators responding to our 
questionnaire indicated that the standard has achieved what the Con- 
gress intended it to. 

Conclusion SSA and DDSS have generally implemented the medical improvement 
standard as the Congress intended. SSA'S regulations covering the stand- 
ard are consistent with the act. We are not aware of any legal challenges 
to implementation of the standard by SSA or DDSS. State administrators 
said that they understand the standard, and SSA'S quality assurance 
results indicate that DDSS are following the regulations and guidelines. 

We found that the medical improvement standard has reduced 

. the benefit termination rates, 

. the appeal rates, and 
l the chance of terminations because of improper and arbitrary decisions. 
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Appendix I 

Survey of DDS Administrators About the 
Medical Improvement Review Standard 

The United States General Accounting 
Office (GAO), an agency of the U.S. 
corKJress, is conducting a study of 
the Medical Irprovenent Review 
Standard (MIRS). The Congress wculd 
like to learn about the states' ex- 
perience irrplanting the MIRS so 
that it can evaluate hew well the 
standard is working. 

GAO is sending this questionnaire to 
all Disability Determination Service (DES) 
administrators. The items ask about 
how easy or difficult the MIRS is to 
@Lament and what effect you feel 
the standard might be having. You 
lray consult with tre&ers of your staff 
about allSwers to any of the questions. 
A best estimate is sufficient to answer 
the questions. No special studies 
should be ccnducted. 

Please complete this questionnaire and 
return it within 2 weeks from receipt. 
A postage-paid, preaddressed business 
reply envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience. Should you have any 
questions about the itens on this 
form, please call Tim Fairbanks collect 
at (213) 894-3813 or FIS 798-3813. 
He will be happy to help you. 

We urgently need your assistance 
with this task. Without infornstion 
frown every DLX we cannot accurately 
convey to the Congress how well the 
MIRS is working. 

I. Gareral InfonmtialabaItcase6 
calpleted using the MIIs 

l.When did your DES begin performing 
continuing disability reviews (CL%) 
using the MIRS? (ENTER KNTH & YEAR) 

I I l--l I I 
m. yr- 

2.About hew nany ccntinuing disability 
reviews (CDRs) did your state 
ccrrplete in fiscal years 1986 
and 1987? 
(ENTER NUBER.) 

CDRS 

I 
NOTE: Cuestiomires were sent to 53 I 

DDSs, and 52 DC% responded. 1 
For each question, the total 1 
number of responses does not I 
always total 52 because scrne 1 
DE% did not respond to all 
questions. 

I 
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Survey of DDS Administrators About the 
Medical Improvement Review Standard 

II.Yourstate'sExperierNx InplerentingtheMIRs 

3. The POMS contain guidelines for irtplementing the MIPS. SCYW MIPS guidelines 
apply in all cases. Others are not always relevant. Listed belw are son-e 
of the guidelines contained in the FCNS. Consider all the cases your state 
ccarpleted CDRs on in fiscal years 1986 and 1987. For each guideline 
e&&&e the percentage of CDFLs where that MIRS guideline was relevant. 
(CHEKON-E BDXFOR EACHGUIDELINE.) 

Estimated percentage of . . CDRs? 
I I I I I I I I 
I None I A FewI Scxns I About/ Many IAkcstl All I 
I I I I Half I I All1 
1 0% 1 l-10%~1140%~41-60%/61-90%191-99%1 100% 1 

-I -I 

it*mf+m- - I----I 
IWxu4L -/REWED nuI&rs lu3telTGi&~ 
MEllIcAL - 

l.Definition of medical 
inprovement 

2.~etermining the conpariscm I 
point decision (CPD) 

4.Dealing with irrpairments 
which began after the CPD 

5.Dealing with inpairments 
subject to terrporary 
remission and/or teqmrary I 
wrsening 

l.Determining residual func- 
tional capacity (RFC) 
ansidering mly iqairmmts I 
present at the CPD 

2.Dete~mining REC considering I 
I 

IZl2Jl 9_l 51 II 
all inpairmnts I I I I I-I I ------- 
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L 

3.(ccntinued) Estirrated permtage Of-.. CD&? 

/N 
I I I I I I I 

one 1 A FewI SCXE / Eft\ Many \AFlt/ All / 
I I 

1 0% 1 l-10%~1140%~41-60%161-9O%t91-99%t 100% ; 

3.Ccnsidering age and time on 1 
the rolls in the RFC 

4.Determining when medical 
inprovement is related to 
the ability to work- that I 
is mnparing CPD NX to I I I 
current FZ considering 
only ispirments at the CPD 

5.Relating medical ixp-ovemnt I 
to the ability to work in 1 
cases involving widcw(er)s, I 
surviving divorced spouses 1 
and children receiving 
benefits under Title XVI 

lxcwrIah6 m r4Exc?iLl 
IMP- 

l.Determining whew the SGA 
excepticm applies 

2.Determining when the advances/ 
in medical or vocational 

_I. 

7’ 
I 
j 
-1. 
! 

12 - 

therapy or technology 

vocational-therapy exception / 24 1 22 I 
applies 

I 21 I 30 I 

4.D&~nnining when the new or 

exceptim applies 

inproved diagncetic or 
evaluative exception applies I - I - I 

I I 

3.Determininq when the 
I I 

I 

I I 

-/ -1 

I 

-j- 

I 
I I I 

-I 
__I__ 

I- 
5.Deternining when the error 

exception applies IZIZI. 

1 
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. Listed belckrr are MIPS guidelines from the FoMs. 

In Part A, based on your examiners' experience irqlenenting each guideline, 
indicate whether each, as written, seems very clear, generally clear or vague. 
(CHEa ONE EDX.) 

In Part B, for each guideline mnsider all CDRs wfiere that guideline was 
relevant. &tin&e what prqorticm of the CDPs where the guideline was relevant 
that yax DIX had difficulty applying that guideline. (CHECK ONE l3.X EDR EACH 
GUIDELINE. ) If yu~ rsnt to ammaRonanyoftheM.usguidelines,pleasedoso 
althelastpge. 

PARTA PARTB 
Clear or Vague? Difficulty a 

I p” 
IVery IGene-/Vague\\ None 1 A Few\ Same 1 

lying ir . . . CDRs? 

Abut\ my \AbE&\ All 
\clearIrally/ II 

I clear I 11 0% ; 1-10%\1140%\4E;%!61-90%;91:;%1 100% 

.Definiticn of 

!.Determining the 
CPD 

inpairmnts should 
be ccnsidered at 
the CPD 

toterrporaryr 
remission and/or 
tenporary worsening I 

I-I-I- 

---------- 
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r 

4. (continued) PARTA PAFTB 
Clear or Vague? Difficulty applying in . . . CDRs? 

I I I II I I I I I 
[Very IGene-IVague None I A FewI Some I Abut1 May iA l.Jmst 
IClearIrallyl 

/I 0% ] 1-10%;11-40%)4::~%:61-90%!9 
All 

I I clear I l-99% 

I 
I 

,/l 

-7 
-\- 

I 

-I- 

-- 

-/_ 

-. 

All 

00% 

t 
I 
I- 
_/_ 

I 

-/_ 

-\- 

I 

:- 

/ 
_- 

-/- 

/ 

I 

1 

-I- 

5 4 

.Determinins i 
residual f;nctionalI 
capacity (RFT) I 
considering only I 
iqairmnts present I 
at the time 
of the CPD 

ii 
I 
A 

4 

1 

!.DeWmining RFC I I 
considering all i 19 I 33 / 6 1 33 1 12 
iqairmnts 1-1-1 II -1-1 

I.Ccnsidering age andI I / II i I 
tin-e on the rolls 
in the RFC 

4 I.Determininq when 

1 - 

6 - 7 - 2 - 3 

7. 
medical inprovemnt 
is related to the 
ability to work- 
that is ccqaring 
CPD RFC to current 
RFC ccnsidering 
only inpairmnts 
attheCPD 

j.Relating medical 
inprovement to the 
ability to work in 
cases involving 
widm(er)s, 
surviving divorced 

I 
I 

-1. 

I 

3 2 

I I I 

I I II I I 

! 
/ /i 

i I I I I 
spouses an3 I I I II I I I I I I 
children receivinu I I I II 
benefits under - I 10 I 32 
Title XVI LI-I--- 

; g II !uE/ 5_; 
/ 

1_I II 
~I~-I---------~ I - I 
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I. (continued) 
PARTA PARTB 

Clear or Vague? Difficulty applying in . . . CDR.57 

I I I II I I I I I I 
IVery [Gene-[Vague/) None / A F'w/ Sane i k;ti Many /A.lzti All 
[Clearlrallyl I 

Iclearl II 0% I l-10%~11-40%~41-60%~61-90%191-99%1100% 

I-I-I-.-.-,&II------ - 
-asm 
EmcAL v 

the advances in I 
medical or 
vw3timaltherapy I 
or technology I s I 35 I 13 II 20 I 20 I 2 I - - - 1 1 i 1 !!I 1 
exception applies 

3.Determining when I 
the vocatimal 

exceptim applies 
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r 

E 

1 

5.Overall, do you think theMIRS 
stat-dard is very clear, generally 
clear, or vague? (CHECK ONE.) 

1.C IVery clear 8 

2.C IGenerally clear 41 - 

3.C IVague 3 - 

i.To what extent has SSA's Quality 
Assurance feedback related to the 
MIRS helpedycur DDS avoid mking 
CDR decisicml errors? (CHIXX ONE) 

l.[ ] To a very great extent 0 

2.c ] To a great extent 1 

3.C ITbarroderateextent z 

4.ClTosawextent 20 - 

S.[ ] To little or no extent 24 

:11. ltuzEffectof theMIs 

I.Acmrding to Rouse Report #98-618, 
the overall purpose of the bill 
establishing the MIRS was "...to 
insure that no beneficiary loses 
eligibility for benefits as a result 
of careless or arbitrary decisicm- 
mking. " To what extent, if any, do 
you feeltheMIRS, as ilrplemsnted, is 
achieving this objective? (CHECK ONE) 

1.C fiaverygreatextent 12 

2.C jToa great extent 28 _ 

3.C IT0 a mzderate extent 5 - 

4.[ jib sane extent 1 - 

5.C JTo little or no extent 5 - 

8.Under what circumstances,if any, does 
the MIRS fall short of achieving this 
objective? 

924s of Septercber 30, 1987, hew many 
CDR's has your DC6 continued since 
resting CDR processing using the 
MIRS? (EXERNUMEER) 

CDR cases 

lO.Consider all the CDRs your state 
cmtinuedas stated inquestion 9. 
In any of these cases did your 
reviewer feel that the beneficiary 
was clearly able to work at the 
CDR, based on the eligibility 
criteria in effect at the tine of 
the CPD? (CHECK ONE) 

1.c lks 50 

2.c Bo--> (SKIP To 14.) 1 - 

ll.Through Septe&er 30 1987, about what 
percentage of theCDRs that your state 
continued wrxtld you estimte that this 
was the case? (CHECK ONE) 

c 1 o-5% 3 

[ 1 6-10% 10 

c I 11-208 19 

.[ ] 21-30% 10 

C 131%and over 2 
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12. Cmsider all the CDRs yax DE6 estimated in question 11. Estimate what 
percentage of these continuances had each of the following characteristics. 
(CHFCKONE B3X FORETHCHARACNUSTIC.) 

l.The documantatim in file 
was not sufficient to de- 
termine what ispairxents 
were relevant to the CFD, 
and/or their nedical 
severity at that time 

2.TheCPDwasmdeattheCDS I 
level and that decision I 
continued benefits to a 
beneficiary that was clearly I 
able to mrk, given the 
eligibility criteria in 
effect at the tine 

3.lhe CFD was trade at the ALJ 
level& that decision 
continued benefits to a 
beneficiary that was clearly 
able to mrk, given the 
eligibility criteria in 
effect at that time 

4.Other characteristics 
(PLE&SE SPECIFY) 
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13. In ycur opinion, what effect will each of the follckrg have on the rate at which 
you; Ws m&tinues to encounter cases as described in cpsticn lo? 
-@HECKONE 83x FOREACH ITEM.) 

Because... 

l.States have been more fully 
documsnting claimants' 
iqkrmnts and their medical 
severity at the time of the 
initial claim and at the CDR 

2.The initial eligibility 
criteria is m more specific 
and less cperto judgemant 
than it was in the past 

3.Other factor that might affect 
this rate (PLEASE SPECIFY.) 

4.Other factor that might affect 
this rate (PLEASE SPECIFY.) 

5.Other factor that might affect 
this rate (PLEASE SPECIFY.) 

. ..the rate will . ..? 

I I I 
Greatly IsomEwhat Rermim IScxrmhat 
increaseIincreaseI ?+out Idecrease 

I lthe same1 

i 

Greatly 
ecrease 

5 

3 

I 
‘I 

I 

I 

_I 

I 

I 
-1 
I 
I 

-I 

I 

I 

-1 

I 

-1 

I 

I 

I 
-1 
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14.To what extent have you used 
the exceptions to themadical 
irqrovemsntstandard to cease 
benefits to beneficiaries that 
appeared clearly able to work 
at time of the CDR, using the 
eligibility criteria in effect 
at the tine of the CPD? 
(cmx ONE.) 

l.[ ]Toaverygreatextent 0 

2.c 1 To a great extent 0 - 

3.[ ] To a rmderate extent c 

4.C 1 To saw extent 13 

5.[ ] To little or no extent 39 - 

15.Statistics shw that the CDR 
termination rate has declined 
in all states since the MIRS 
was irrp1emented. To what extent 
do you attribute this decline to 
the MIRS? (CHEK ONE.) 

l.C jT0 a very great extent 47 - 

2.C Ire a great extent 5 - 

3.C 30 a mderate extent 0 - 

4.C ITo some extent 0 - 

5.C 1To little or no extent O_ 

16.Please explain why you feel the 
MIRS is respcnsible, at least in 
part, for this decline. 

17.Preliminary statistics indicate that 
the appeal rate for CDR cessations 
is declining. Towhatextehtdo you 
attribute this decline to the MIRS? 
(CHECK ONE) 

l.[ no a very great extent 23 

2.C )Toa great extent 19 - 

3.C il?o a mderate extent 5 - 

4.C ITo sane extent 0 

5.C Do little 5 
or no extent-->(ZXIP l0 iK) 

18.Please explain why you feel the MIRS 
is responsible, at least in part, 
for this decline. 
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19. Please write any other camrznts you have ahmt your state's experience with the 
MIRS or the effects of the MIR5, in the space belw. 
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Comments From the Social 
Security Administration 

DEPARTMENTOFHEALTH&HUMAN SERVICES 

Reler to 

SOClal .%curlty Admmmtration 

Memorandum 
Date . .tuL 2 6 19% 

From Dorcas R. Hardy 
Commissioner of Social Security 

Subject General Accounting Office Draft Briefing Report, "Social Security 
Disability: Status of the Medical Improvement Review Standard 
(Audit No. 187044)--INFORMATION 

To 
Mr. Lawrence H. Thompson 
Assistant Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
Human Resources Division 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft briefing 
report, "Social Security Disability: Status of the Medical 
Improvement Review Standard." While the report i.5 favorable to 
our efforts to implement the new standard, we believe the 
inclusion of the questionnaire results with, in some instances, 
no analysis or explanation tends to create questions and possible 
problems. The important responses are covered in the body of the 
report. Those responses which were net covered in the report are 
better not shown since they could lead the uninformed to draw 
erroneous conclusions. We further be!ieve that the manner in 
which certain questions were phrased was probably misleading to 
the administrators and lead to responses which were not what was 
meant. For these reasons we think exclusion of appendix I, with 
the questions and tabulated results would improve the report. 

We are attaching a list of editorial changes which we believe 
will also strengthen the report. 

Attachment 
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